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windows server (hyper-v) hyper-v
network virtual switch describes

the virtual switch in the same
way. the windows hyper-v hyper-

v network virtual switch role
provides a mechanism to connect

a virtual machine to physical
network devices (such as a

storage area network device, a
port on a switch, or a host

computer). it says (under the role
behavior settings): the windows
hyper-v hyper-v network virtual

switch role enables you to
configure network settings in a

windows server (hyper-v) virtual
machine. this is commonly used
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to connect virtual machines to
physical network adapters (such

as a storage area network
device, a port on a switch, or a

host computer). this role is
designed to connect a virtual

machine to one physical adapter.
you cannot use this role to

connect two virtual machines to
the same physical adapter. i have

experienced an issue where
virtual machines running on

hyper-v on a cisco ucs-m server
can no longer connect to the

switch. the hyper-v switches fail
over to the physical switch. the
physical switch is cisco catalyst
2960-x and the switch console
can no longer be accessed. the

virtual machines still work fine on
other switches. i suspect it may

be a network adapter driver
issue. in any case, the following
describes my situation. when a
clustered virtual machine is live
migrated, there is the potential
for a minor service outage. the
mac address(es) of the virtual

machines virtual adapter(s) must
be unregistered from the source
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virtual switch (and therefore its
attached physical switch) and re-
registered at the destination. if

you are using dynamic mac
addresses, then the macs may be
returned to the source hosts pool
and replaced with new macs on
the destination host, in which

case a similar de-registration and
registration sequence will occur.
all of this happens easily within

the standard tcp timeout window,
so in-flight tcp communications
should succeed with a brief and
potentially detectable hiccup.

udp and all other traffic with non-
error-correcting behavior
(including icmp and igmp

operations like ping) will be lost
during this process. hyper-v

performs the de-registration and
registration extremely quickly the
duration of the delay will depend

upon the amount of time
necessary to propagate the mac
changes throughout the network.
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